1. Introduction
===============

Glioma is the most common primary tumour of the central nervous system, and its incidence accounts for \~80% of primary brain malignancies. Glioma is a high-grade malignancy and has a poor prognosis. Despite various high-intensity treatments, including surgery combined with chemoradiation, the median survival time of patients with glioblastoma (GBM) is only 12-15 months, and only 3-5% of the patients survive for \>3 years ([@b1-ijo-57-01-0067]-[@b3-ijo-57-01-0067]). In recent years, genetic diagnosis and targeted therapy have been attracting widespread attention as emerging research hotspots, and studies have confirmed that the targeting of non-coding RNAs in glioma may be more efficacious. Non-coding RNAs are regulatory factors that participate in embryonic development, inflammatory response, metabolism and chemotherapy resistance. Additionally, tumour development, cell invasion, proliferation and apoptosis are also closely associated with the expression and regulation of non-coding RNAs ([@b4-ijo-57-01-0067]-[@b6-ijo-57-01-0067]).

Circular RNAs (circRNAs) are important members of the non-coding RNA family, and they are single-stranded closed circular RNA molecules without a 5′-end cap or a 3′-end poly(A) tail, which are formed by covalent bonding. Due to their special circular stable structure, circRNAs cannot be degraded by RNase R, and they are highly evolutionarily conserved. When circRNAs were first discovered in the 1970s, they were considered as \'noise\' resulting from incorrect splicing. However, with the rapid development of high-throughput sequencing-based molecular biotechnology in recent years, several circRNAs have been detected in eukaryotic cells. As regards the gene expression of human cells, circRNA molecules have more general expression characteristics compared with their linear counterparts ([@b7-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b8-ijo-57-01-0067]). Moreover, circRNAs are abundant and stable. A large number of studies have confirmed that circRNAs are differentially expressed in various tumour cells ([@b9-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b10-ijo-57-01-0067]). Their regulatory effects on tumourigenesis, tumour development and corresponding biological behaviours require further in-depth research. The aim of the present review was to focus on the research progress in this field, in order to provide a theoretical and literature basis for further exploring the association between the expression of circRNAs and gliomas. The findings of the study may prove to be of value for the early diagnosis, pathological grading, targeted therapy and prognostic evaluation of gliomas.

2. History of circRNAs
======================

In the 1970s, Sanger *et al* discovered the presence of circRNAs in RNA viruses ([@b11-ijo-57-01-0067]). In 1979, Hsu and Coca-Prados first observed, by means of electron microscopy, that RNA in the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells may exist in a circular form ([@b12-ijo-57-01-0067]). One year later, Arnberg *et al* also observed the presence of circRNAs while studying the components of yeast mitochondria ([@b13-ijo-57-01-0067]). In 1993, Cocquerelle *et al* reported that there were several exon-derived circRNAs in human cell transcripts ([@b14-ijo-57-01-0067]). During the early years of circRNA discovery, circRNAs were considered non-functional, lowly expressed RNA molecules resulting from \'mis-splicing\' of exon transcripts. Due to this interpretation, the depth and breadth of circRNA research has been inconsistent. Up until the beginning of the 21st century, scientists had identified no more than 10 types of circRNAs. However, in recent years, with the rapid development of molecular biology technology and bioinformatics analysis based on RNA sequencing (RNA-seq), scientists have identified several exon-derived transcripts that form circRNAs by non-linear reverse splicing or gene rearrangements. These transcripts account for a large proportion of the entire splicing transcript. In 2012, Salzman *et al* discovered hundreds of circRNAs and established that they are closely associated with human gene expression ([@b15-ijo-57-01-0067]). Jeck and Sharpless identified \~25,000 circRNAs through RNA detection in human fibroblasts ([@b16-ijo-57-01-0067]). Memczak *et al* compared the RNA-seq results with the human leukocyte database and found 1,950 human circRNAs, 1,903 mouse circRNAs (81 circRNAs were the same as human circRNAs), and 724 nematode circRNAs ([@b17-ijo-57-01-0067]). Guo *et al* conducted deep sequencing on 39 biological samples related to human cell lines and found \>7,000 circRNAs ([@b18-ijo-57-01-0067]). In 2013, two major studies on circRNAs were published in Nature ([@b17-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b19-ijo-57-01-0067]). Since then, numerous related studies have been published, and circRNAs have come to represent a new direction in the field of non-coding RNA worldwide.

3. Basic characteristics of circRNAs
====================================

Novel and unique circRNAs
-------------------------

circRNAs are generated from variable splicing. The majority are formed by the circularization of exons, and a few are derived from introns ([Fig. 1](#f1-ijo-57-01-0067){ref-type="fig"}). The majority of circRNAs are located in the cytoplasm of eukaryotic cells, but a small proportion are located in the nucleus (mainly intron-derived circRNAs). They are specific per tissue type, disease type and chronological order; overall, they are highly evolutionarily conserved, although there are also certain evolutionary changes ([@b20-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b21-ijo-57-01-0067]).

\'Tailless\' circRNAs
---------------------

The conventional 5′-end cap and 3′-end poly(A) tail structure in linear RNA molecules are absent in circular RNAs due to their closed circular structure. As one of the key steps in classical RNA detection methods (RNA extraction) the principle of isolating RNA depends on the structure of the poly(A) tail. This may be an important reason that the research on circRNA molecules was overlooked prior to the rapid development of sequencing technology.

Non-translated circRNAs
-----------------------

A number of circRNAs are produced by related genes with the ability to encode proteins; however, to date, the vast majority of circRNAs are still classified as new non-coding RNAs.

Localization and stability of circRNAs
--------------------------------------

The majority of circRNAs are located in the cytoplasm and, occasionally, their expression level is \>10 times that of the corresponding linear isomers. The increased expression may be explained by the fact that RNase R acts by recognizing the end sites of linear RNA structures, and circRNAs have a special \'end-to-end\' closed loop structure, which makes them highly resistant to nucleases and degradation.

circRNAs act as competitive endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs)
----------------------------------------------------

circRNAs are enriched in the cytoplasm and have the same transcription sequence as their corresponding linear counterparts. This characteristic also indirectly indicates that circRNAs are likely to play biological roles by regulating the corresponding linear RNAs. In fact, given the high abundance and stability of circRNAs in specific tissues, they exhibit extremely strong ceRNA activity when they interact with linear RNAs. It was recently demonstrated that the newly discovered circRNA-CDR1as (also referred to as ciRS-7) has \>60 conserved binding sites for miR-7. Experiments in zebrafish were later conducted, and their results revealed that the expression of ciRS-7 may damage the development of the midbrain. This effect was the same as that of knocking out miR-7 ([@b22-ijo-57-01-0067]).

4. The present and future of the biological functions of cir-cRNAs
==================================================================

circRNAs are mainly located in the cytoplasm or exosomes, and exhibit high stability and strong specificity in terms of tissue, disease and timing. In recent years, with the in-depth study of gene function and mechanisms, an increasing number of studies have demonstrated that circRNAs have important regulatory functions in the growth and development of organisms, immune responses, inflammatory responses, and tumour development. circRNAs are also becoming prominent in the field of disease diagnostic markers in biomedical medicine. They have great potential for clinical application, but the types of biological functions and underlying mechanisms of action of circRNAs remain unknown. To date, circRNAs have been found to have several biological functions as follows ([Fig. 2](#f2-ijo-57-01-0067){ref-type="fig"}): i) miRNA sponging: circRNAs contain abundant miRNA-binding sites, which are the structural basis for their molecular sponge action, and inhibit the interaction between the 3′ untranslated region of miRNAs and mRNAs, thereby indirectly affecting the expression of downstream target genes and proteins of miRNAs. However, other studies reported that most identified human and mouse circRNAs rarely contain miRNA target sites, indicating that these circRNAs may function in other manners that have yet to be determined. Therefore, it was inferred that the main mode of circRNA action may not be miRNA sponging, or that there may be other unknown mechanisms ([@b23-ijo-57-01-0067]). ii) Binding of regulatory proteins: circRNAs can interact with RNA-binding proteins (RBPs), which are regulated by mRNAs, and change the splicing mode or regulate the stability of mRNAs. iii) Regulation of gene transcription: circRNAs can interact with RNA polymerase II, or exon-intron circRNA can first bind with a small ribonucleoprotein and then with RNA polymerase II to play a role in regulating gene transcription. iv) Potential encoding capabilities: Although circRNAs were originally classified as non-coding genes, certain circRNAs can be translated by ribosomes and encode polypeptides based on the latest protein translation research. Moreover, some circRNAs already have the ability to translate proteins and then play roles corresponding to their related proteins. These findings have opened up a new and fascinating perspective in functional studies of circRNAs ([@b24-ijo-57-01-0067]-[@b26-ijo-57-01-0067]).

5. circRNAs in the central nervous system
=========================================

Compared with other tissues, circRNAs are more diverse and abundant in the central nervous system. Rybak-Wolf *et al* reported high-level dynamic expression of circRNAs in mammalian brain tissue. The authors analysed the relevant data based on RNA-seq in separate brain regions, and discovered 65,731 brain-specific circRNAs in primary neurons and isolated synaptic samples ([@b27-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition, some researchers have collected specific circRNAs in human and mouse tissues and identified 89,137 brain-specific circRNAs in human foetuses ([@b28-ijo-57-01-0067]). In 2014, Westholm *et al* analysed the structure and distribution characteristics of circRNAs in the brain of Drosophila, and found that the formation of circRNAs tends to surround the long intron regions of brain tissue and to aggregate in ageing brain tissue ([@b29-ijo-57-01-0067]). In 2015, in a report published by Professor You in the Journal of Nature Neuroscience, his research team analysed the basic characteristics of central nervous system circRNAs and confirmed that, based on animal experiments, the expression of circRNAs in the central nervous system is indeed higher compared with that in other systems, and that the genes associated with synapses are more easily circularized. Immediately after that, scientists used optimized high-resolution fluorescence *in situ* hybridization (FISH) to prove that circRNAs are indeed highly localized in the dendrites of neurons ([@b30-ijo-57-01-0067]). In the same year, Rybak-Wolf *et al* reported the same conclusion in his studies ([@b27-ijo-57-01-0067]). By analysing the expression of circRNAs in mammalian brain tissue, that research group confirmed the abundance of circRNA molecules in brain tissue and that the expression of circRNAs was positively associated with developmental brain processes, particularly in synaptic structures. They subsequently hypothesized that the expression of circRNAs may differ among different anatomical structures of the brain, and proceeded to analyse the expression of circRNAs in different brain-related structures (striatum, prefrontal cortex, olfactory cortex, cerebellum and hippocampal tissue). As predicted, the expression profiles of circRNAs in different neural tissues were indeed different ([@b27-ijo-57-01-0067]). A report published in Science in 2017 demonstrated that the loss of mammalian circRNA loci directly led to miRNA imbalance, which affected brain function ([@b31-ijo-57-01-0067]).

In addition, the miRNA-mRNA-circRNA interaction network may form the epigenetic basis of neurological diseases. For example, miRNA-7 acts as a regulator of α-synuclein and ubiquitin protein ligase A, which is a causative agent of chronic neurodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer\'s disease, Parkinson\'s disease, amyotrophic lateral sclerosis, multiple sclerosis and multiple system atrophy. In addition, circRNAs also play an important role in secondary brain damage following acute central nervous system insults, such as stroke and neonatal hypoxia-ischemia. Recent studies have also indicated a potential link between depressive disorder or Moyamoya disease and circRNA regulation ([@b32-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b33-ijo-57-01-0067]). As regards why circRNAs are more likely to be enriched in brain tissue, as mentioned earlier, circRNAs are more likely to form near long introns; in the central nervous system, important genes carry longer introns, which may be the genetic basis for the formation and enrichment of circRNAs ([@b34-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition, nerve-specific RBPs are likely to be closely associated with the formation of circRNAs. However, the mechanisms of action of some known RBPs, such as splicing factor muscleblind, Quaking and adenosine-to-inosine acting on RNA enzyme 1, which are associated with circRNA formation, appear to contradict this hypothesis. Therefore, scientists inferred that other unknown RBPs, which also play important roles in promoting the formation and enrichment of circRNAs, may be present in the central nervous system.

As regards the role of circRNAs in the nervous system, an *in vitro* differentiation model was established to systematically analyse the change trends in the expression of circRNAs during the differentiation processes. The results demonstrated that the expression of circRNAs suddenly increases during the formation of synapses ([@b33-ijo-57-01-0067]). A related study revealed that an abrupt increase in circRNA expression levels occurs during the transition from P10 to P30 in mice ([@b30-ijo-57-01-0067]). Another study on circRNAs in the human brain reported the same findings. Compared with the amount of circRNAs during embryonic development, their levels increased significantly in foetal and adult brains ([@b27-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b28-ijo-57-01-0067]). The synaptogenic function of circRNAs was also supported by their host genes that are associated with synaptic function. On the other hand, a number of brain-enriched circRNAs were found to be associated with neurotransmitter function, neuron maturation and synaptic activity. For example, circFoxo3 was shown to be highly active in binding and deactivating cyclin-dependent kinase 2, leading to disrupted cell cycle progression ([@b35-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition, circHomer 1 was proven to modulate some of the structural changes at the synapse during neuronal plasticity and development ([@b30-ijo-57-01-0067]). Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that 58% of cerebral circRNAs are developmentally regulated, while only 2% of homologous linear isoforms have exhibited this trend ([@b36-ijo-57-01-0067]). Interestingly, several developmentally regulated circRNAs also exhibited sexual dimorphism in the brain and were observed to target ageing-associated mRNAs ([@b32-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b33-ijo-57-01-0067]).

6. circRNA expression in gliomas
================================

In recent years, several non-coding RNAs associated with the occurrence and development of gliomas have been identified. The pattern and characteristics of circRNA expression in gliomas have been attracting increasing attention in the field of non-coding RNA research ([@b37-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b38-ijo-57-01-0067]).

Glioma is a term referring to a large group of central nervous system tumours, and its pathological classification is variable, so the expression and regulation of circRNAs are also different ([@b39-ijo-57-01-0067]). Song *et al* included 20 fresh-frozen *de novo* GBM samples, 19 normal brain tissue samples and 7 samples of other oligodendrogliomas (3 WHO grade III and 4 WHO grade II) as the basis of library preparation and sequencing ([@b40-ijo-57-01-0067]). The researchers found 572 highly expressed circRNAs in the 46 samples, 476 of which were differentially expressed between GBM and normal brain tissue, and the expression of 468 circRNAs in normal brain tissue was significantly upregulated compared with that in GBM tissue. Even in normal brain tissue, the researchers observed differential expression profiles of circRNAs among different anatomical locations. The findings mentioned above provided an important molecular and theoretical basis for the tissue- and disease-specific expression patterns of circRNAs. Moreover, studies on the correlation between the differential expression of circRNAs and the pathological grade or prognosis of glioma also confirmed the tissue specificity ([@b41-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b42-ijo-57-01-0067]).

Wang *et al* analysed 33 pairs of matched isocitrate dehydrogenase wild-type GBM and paracancerous tissues by microarray ([@b43-ijo-57-01-0067]). The results demonstrated that, compared with paracancerous tissues, there were 254 upregulated circRNAs and 361 downregulated circRNAs (\>1.5-fold) in GBM tissues. In addition, 3 pairs of matched GBM and para-cancerous tissues were also selected for microarray analysis (lncRNAs, miRNAs and circRNAs), and 548 upregulated circRNAs and lncRNAs (\>1.5-fold) were identified. The expression levels of circRNAs were further verified between 10 pairs of matched gliomas and adjacent normal brain tissue and 2,709 differentially expressed circRNAs were identified. In total, 105 differentially expressed circRNAs were later discovered by cross-matching the two abovementioned data sets ([@b43-ijo-57-01-0067]). Xu *et al* downloaded 3 pairs of RNA-seq-related data for gliomas and normal brain tissue from the Gene Expression Omnibus database and analysed the expression of circRNAs. A total of 5 different circRNA analysis tools were used and 12 universally expressed circRNAs were identified ([@b44-ijo-57-01-0067]).

In addition to the abovementioned studies based on high-throughput screening technology, other studies have also reported that circRNAs may be potential biomarkers for gliomas. Barbagallo *et al* studied 56 paraffin-embedded GBM biopsy samples and 7 normal brain tissue samples. The expression level of circSMARCA5 was determined in the control group. The results revealed that the expression of circ-SMARCA5 in GBM was significantly lower compared with that in the control group, but there was no significant difference in the linear mRNA level of the host gene SMARCA5. Furthermore, the research team also analysed the expression of miR-671 in 45 GBM samples and 5 GBM cell lines. The results revealed the presence of the miR-671/CDR1as/miR-7 axis in GBM, and that miR-671-5p overexpression significantly increased the migration capacity of GBM cells, but exerted a less prominent effect on cell proliferation ([@b45-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition, some researchers analysed 31 glioma tumour samples and matched adjacent normal tissues. Based on the obtained data and biological information analysis, circCFH was found to be upregulated in WHO grade I-II and III-IV glioma samples ([@b46-ijo-57-01-0067]). Xie also investigated the expression of hsa-circ-0012129 in 31 matched glioma tumours and adjacent normal tissues, and the results revealed that the expression of hsa-circ-0012129 was significantly higher in glioma tissues compared with that in adjacent tissues ([@b47-ijo-57-01-0067]).

Bioinformatics predictive analysis and biotin-labelled miR-442a pull-down assays have confirmed that the blinding of miR-442a to circNT5E is significantly upregulated in glioma samples. In a study by Wang *et al*, the interaction between miR-442a and circNT5E was verified using RNA pull-down and FISH techniques. The researchers had previously demonstrated that circNT5E can bind to miR-442a and inhibit its function ([@b48-ijo-57-01-0067]). In this case, the expression levels of miR-442a and circNT5E were negatively correlated. This represents the adsorption and inhibitory action of typical circRNAs as miRNA sponges. However, in the earliest miRNA sponge models of CDR1as and miR-7, the expression level of CDR1as was not affected by miR-7, but was regulated by miR-671. The same research group also observed an interaction between circNFIX and miR-34a-5p through RNA co-immunoprecipitation, and confirmed that NOTCH1 is a target of miR-34a-5p, i.e., when circNFIX is inhibited by siRNA, the expression level of miR-34a-5p is upregulated, while NOTCH1 is inhibited ([@b44-ijo-57-01-0067]).

Thus far, although most studies have focused on the differential expression of circRNAs in gliomas and some emerging molecular circRNA species have also been discovered and identified, the expression patterns of circRNAs in gliomas exhibit high specificity and diversity among individuals. This indicates that the expression pattern of circRNAs in glioma and normal brain tissues requires a larger-sample in-depth study to verify.

7. circRNAs are involved in regulating the life activities of glioma cells
==========================================================================

circRNAs and the glioma cell cycle
----------------------------------

The ability of tumour cells to proliferate indefinitely is the most important characteristic that distinguishes them from normal cells. The overexpression of genes and proliferation of tumour cells play important roles in the regulation of the cell cycle. Numerous studies have demonstrated that circRNAs may play the role of competitive endogenous RNAs (ceRNAs) in tumour proliferation control. A study by Kumar *et al* reported that has-circ-0046701 is over-expressed in glioma tissues and cell lines. If has-circ-0046701 is knocked out, it can significantly inhibit the proliferation and invasion of tumour cells; further investigation revealed that it can promote the expression of ITGβ8, a target of miR-142-3p, and regulate the proliferation and invasion of glioma cells. Therefore, the has-circ-0046701/miR-142-3p/ITGβ8 loop is considered to be involved in regulating the occurrence and development of gliomas ([@b49-ijo-57-01-0067]). The study of glioma cells by Liu *et al* and Yang *et al* revealed that the cZNF292 gene is associated with angiogenesis and that it is an important carcinogenic circRNA that participates in the important process of tumour cell lumen formation, whereas cZNF292 gene knockout can inhibit cell proliferation and causes cell cycle arrest via the Wnt/β-catenin signalling pathway ([@b50-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b51-ijo-57-01-0067]) ([Fig. 3](#f3-ijo-57-01-0067){ref-type="fig"}).

circRNAs and glioma cell apoptosis
----------------------------------

Loss of apoptosis is another important characteristic of tumour cells. It was recently reported that some circRNAs are involved in regulating tumour cell apoptosis ([@b52-ijo-57-01-0067]). The Bcl-2 protein family plays a key role in the apoptotic pathway. The anti-apoptotic protein Bcl-2 is located in the outer mitochondrial membrane and can inhibit the secretion and release of pro-apoptotic factors, such as cytochrome *c*. Bcl-2 is a target of miR-143. circRNAs also play an important role in regulating the apoptotic pathway as miRNA molecular sponges ([@b53-ijo-57-01-0067]). A study by Zhang *et al* revealed that the circular form of the snf2 histone linker PHD cyclohelicase (circ-SHPRH) can encode SHPRH-146aa and protects SHPRH from degradation by ubiquitin protease. Both are widely present and highly expressed in the normal human brain. However, circ-SHPRH expression is significantly reduced in GBM. Therefore, the low expression of SHPRH-146aa may promote the malignant behaviour and tumourigenicity of tumour cells *in vivo* ([@b54-ijo-57-01-0067]). circ-SHPRH generates \'UGA\' stop codons to promote the translation of SHPRH-146aa. It is hypothesized that circ-SHPRH and SHPRH-146aa are tumour suppressors of human GBM and promote glioma cell apoptosis ([Fig. 3](#f3-ijo-57-01-0067){ref-type="fig"}).

circRNAs and glioma cell invasion and migration
-----------------------------------------------

Invasion and migration are hallmarks of malignant tumours. Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) plays an important role in regulating early invasion and migration in several tumours. miRNAs are involved in the regulation of EMT ([@b55-ijo-57-01-0067]). circRNAs, acting as miRNA sponges, may also participate in the regulation of EMT through endogenous competitive mechanisms to affect tumour cell invasion and migration. A study by Zheng *et al* demonstrated that hepatocyte nuclear factor 1 (HNF1) is a direct target of miR-217 and is an important carcinogen at the glioma molecular level. In addition, circ-TTBK2 is a circRNA gene that can bind to and inactivate miR-217, thereby promoting the activation of the phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase/protein kinase B-extracellular signal-regulated kinase pathway through HNF-1β. Activation can trigger the invasion of glioma cells, leading to a further increase in tumour malignancy. When circ-TTBK2 is knocked out, miR-217 overexpression can inhibit tumour cell invasion and migration *in vivo* and promote glioma cell apoptosis ([@b56-ijo-57-01-0067]). Li *et al* observed that has-circ-0007534 is highly expressed in glioma tissues and that its knockdown can also inhibit the occurrence and development of gliomas ([@b57-ijo-57-01-0067]). ZIC5 has also been found to be a target of miR-761 ([@b57-ijo-57-01-0067]). Has-circ-0007534 can promote the expression of ZIC5 by inhibiting miR-761 in glioma cells, thereby markedly enhancing the proliferation and migration ability of glioma cells. It has been reported that the expression level of has-circ-0007534 is positively correlated with advanced glioma grade (WHO III/IV) ([@b57-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition, the degradation of has-circ-0007534 significantly inhibited the proliferation and migration of glioma cells, indicating that circRNAs may also play a role in the differentiation of glioma cells ([Fig. 3](#f3-ijo-57-01-0067){ref-type="fig"}).

8. circRNAs promote the occurrence and development of gliomas
=============================================================

circRNAs act as promoters in glioma
-----------------------------------

Song *et al* collected 46 samples of glioma tissues and normal brain tissues for gene chip analysis. Among 572 measurable circRNAs, 476 exhibited a significantly different expression between glioma and normal brain tissue. The expression of circ_CDR1, circ_ATRNL1, circ_AKT3, circ_SPTAN1, circ_ZNF483, circ_RIMS1, circ_FKBP8 and circ_UNC13C was low in glioma tissues, while the expression of circ_COL1A2, circ_PTN, circ_VCAN, circ_SMO, circ_PLOD2, circ_GLIS3 and circ_EPHB4 and circ_GLIP2 was high compared with that in normal brain tissues ([@b40-ijo-57-01-0067]).

Due to the strong specificity of the expression pattern of circRNAs in gliomas, their regulatory effects on the occurrence and development of gliomas have also attracted significant attention. A series of circRNAs implicated in carcinogenesis are involved in initiating the malignant progression of glioma. For example, circNFIX is upregulated in GBM tissues and cells. The inhibition of circNFIX can inhibit cell migration and proliferation by downregulating the NOTCH1 pathway. This also indicates that circNFIX may be involved in the occurrence and development of gliomas ([@b44-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition, circNT5E affects the proliferation, invasion and migration ability of GBM cells in the interaction system by stimulating miR-422a. This also provides further evidence of circRNAs acting as molecular sponges ([@b48-ijo-57-01-0067]).

It has been reported that the expression of circ-TTBK2 is significantly increased in glioma tumour tissues and corresponding cell lines, while the RNA expression of TTBK2, corresponding to the linear structure, is not significantly different. It may be hypothesized that the overexpression of circ-TTBK2 plays a role in the proliferation, invasion and migration of tumour cells. This also confirms that circ-TTBK2 plays a key role in the progression of gliomas ([@b56-ijo-57-01-0067]). A study by Chen and Duan demonstrated that the inhibitory effect of miRNA on hsa_circ_0000177 can significantly inhibit cell proliferation and invasion, which affects the participation of the FZD7/Wnt7 pathway in the progression of gliomas through sponge adsorption of miR-638 ([@b58-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition to the abovementioned circRNAs, other studies have also reported that hsa_circ_0046701 and circHIPK3 can promote the proliferation and migration of glioma cells ([@b59-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b60-ijo-57-01-0067]).

In addition to the role of circRNAs in promoting cell proliferation and migration, circRNAs can also promote angiogenesis. It was demonstrated that, compared with endothelial cells exposed to astrocytes, the corresponding SHKBP1 mRNA of circ-SHKBP1 is upregulated in U87 glioma-exposed endothelial cells (GECs), and knocking out circ-SHKBP1 can significantly inhibit GEC proliferation, migration and angiogenesis. circ-SHKBP1 affects the proliferation of GECs through the miR-544a/FOXP1 and miR-379/FOXP2 pathways ([@b61-ijo-57-01-0067]). In another study, Yang *et al* reported that cZNF292 may be involved in the angiogenesis of human gliomas and that cZNF292 circRNA inhibits glioma angiogenesis via the Wnt/β-catenin pathway ([@b51-ijo-57-01-0067]).

circRNAs as inhibitors in gliomas
---------------------------------

The regulatory effect of several circRNAs on gliomas is mediated via tumour suppression. A study by Zhang *et al* demonstrated that circ-FBXW7 encodes FBXW7-185aa, a protein consisting of 185 amino acids that can significantly inhibit tumour cell processes *in vivo* and reduce the half-life of c-Myc by antagonizing the stabilization effect of c-Myc induced by USP28. An *in situ* GBM mouse model also demonstrated the tumour-suppressive effect of FBXW7-185aa through IRES mutation. In addition, circ-SHPRH can be translated into a 146-aa peptide called SHPRH-146aa. Compared with paracancerous tissues, the expression of SHPRH-146aa in tumour tissues was found to be significantly lower ([@b62-ijo-57-01-0067]). Other findings have demonstrated that SHPRH-146aa overexpression can significantly inhibit the growth of gliomas in xenograft mouse models; in addition, it can protect the full-length SHPRH protein from degradation by the ubiquitin proteasome system ([@b54-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition to the common tumour suppressor genes mentioned above, recent studies have also reported other tumour suppressor genes associated with gliomas. circ-SMARCA5 is downregulated in glioma cells, and circ-SMARCA5 overexpression can increase SRSF3 expression and effectively control the excessive proliferation of glioma cells ([@b45-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition, other researchers have confirmed that circ-ITCH and hsa_circ_0001649 act as tumour suppressors in gliomas, and they may prove beneficial for the treatment of gliomas in the future ([@b63-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b64-ijo-57-01-0067]).

9. Emergence of circRNAs in the clinical treatment of glio-mas
==============================================================

Relevant research shows that circRNAs are widely present in body fluids, such as plasma, cerebrospinal fluid and breast milk, particularly in exosomes. The circular closed structure of circRNAs protects them from degradation and confers stability ([@b65-ijo-57-01-0067]). Therefore, their potential application for gene diagnosis and targeted therapy appears to be a promising approach.

It was demonstrated that hsa_circ_0133159 and circ_ZEB1 are significantly overexpressed in glioma tissues and cell lines, and that they may be used as biomarkers in the differential diagnosis and prognostic evaluation of gliomas ([@b66-ijo-57-01-0067]).

miR-24-3p is overexpressed in glioma cells and promotes tumour cell proliferation, migration and invasion by down-regulating bone morphogenetic protein 3 ([@b67-ijo-57-01-0067]). Recent studies have revealed that endothelial monocyte-activating polypeptide II (EMAP-II) can inhibit angiogenesis and promote endothelial cell apoptosis, and can directly promote tumour cell autophagy and apoptosis. The binding of EMAP-II to temozolomide (TMZ) reduces the expression of miR-24-3p, thereby enhancing the cytotoxic effect of TMZ on the proliferation, migration and invasion of germline stem cells *in vitro* and *in vivo*, further enhancing its therapeutic efficacy. circRNAs play important roles in the regulation of this process ([@b68-ijo-57-01-0067]). Combined treatment with miR-24-3p (-), EMAP-II and TMZ can reduce tumour malignancy and increase the survival rate, whereas it has also been reported that EMAP-II can promote tumour necrosis factor receptor 1 apoptosis, thereby exerting an antitumour effect ([@b68-ijo-57-01-0067]). In addition, the permeability of the blood-brain barrier is increased to further promote tumour cell apoptosis.

Wesselhoeft *et al* invented a new method for expressing proteins through engineered circRNA vectors. As circRNAs are relatively more stable compared with normal linear RNA, protein expression based on circRNAs can greatly increase production efficiency. The results revealed that exogenous circRNAs can produce high-quality and high-yield proteins, and indicated that circRNAs are good and efficient RNA molecules that can be used for protein expression in the future ([@b69-ijo-57-01-0067]). Meganck *et al* constructed a tissue-specific circRNA expression vector based on a recombinant adeno-associated virus (AAV) vector. The results demonstrated that the vector efficiently expressed and translated circRNAs in mouse brain, eyes and heart ([@b70-ijo-57-01-0067]). Based on the research results mentioned above, in the near future, protein-based expression systems will likely be used to design circRNAs that target specific brain areas to treat glioma.

In addition, the molecular sponge effect of circRNAs may also be used in the treatment of gliomas in the future. It was recently reported that a circRNA with 5 miR-21-binding sites, scRNA21, can significantly reduce the expression level of miR-21 and inhibit the proliferation of gastric cancer cell lines ([@b71-ijo-57-01-0067]). Although that study addressed gastric cancer treatment, the concept of designing and synthesizing circRNAs for specific miRNAs may hold promise in the treatment of gliomas. miR-21 and several other miRNAs play important roles in the development of gliomas. This also provides a basis for gene therapy for gliomas, and scRNA21 may also be used to interfere with these miRNAs in gliomas. AAV-based circRNA expression vectors are a promising method and experimental basis for this novel treatment concept ([@b72-ijo-57-01-0067]).

TMZ is a first-line chemotherapy agent for glioma treatment. According to tumour histopathology, immunohistochemistry and molecular diagnosis, for patients with high-grade (WHO classification) gliomas, particularly GBM, who undergo surgical treatment, the routine use of TMZ after surgery is crucial for preventing glioma recurrence and prolonging patient survival. However, tumour resistance to chemotherapeutic drugs is an important cause of treatment failure ([@b73-ijo-57-01-0067]). Ding *et al* found that exosomal circNFIX was upregulated in the serum of TMZ-resistant patients and predicted a poor prognosis. In addition, TMZ-resistant cell-derived circNFIX conferred TMZ resistance to recipient sensitive cells by regulating cell migration, invasion and apoptosis following TMZ exposure. Further analyses revealed that following the knockdown of circNFIX, this enhanced TMZ sensitivity in resistant glioma cells by upregulating miR-132. Therefore, in terms of the circRNA molecular sponge effect, circNFIX can induce a sponge effect of miR-132, thereby enhancing TMZ resistance in glioma. ([@b74-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b75-ijo-57-01-0067]).

Finally, the latest study by Yang *et al* in 2017 revealed that circ-FBXW7 has the ability to translate and encode proteins. The 185-amino acid circ-FBXW7-185aa encoded by circRNA-FBXW7 has a marked antitumour effect. At the animal and clinical levels, after analysing the correlation between the expression of circRNA-FBXW7 and overall survival, it was observed that its expression level was positively associated with overall survival ([@b62-ijo-57-01-0067]). Therefore, circRNAs have potential application prospects as biomarkers for evaluating the prognosis of patients with glioma.

10. Final remarks
=================

The role of RNAs in cellular activities is multi-layered and multi-faceted. Despite being the most recently discovered non-coding RNA molecules, circRNAs still follow the basic rules of RNA. Current studies indicate that, in the human genome, circRNAs are functional molecules in various tissues and cells ([@b10-ijo-57-01-0067]). They are differentially expressed across different functional tissues and cells, which indicates that circRNAs may regulate different biological functions. circRNAs may play important roles in the proliferation, apoptosis and invasion of glioma cells through functions such as competitive inhibition, alternative splicing, transcriptional regulation, protein coding, antiviral immune responses and miRNA sponging; however, the specific mechanisms remain elusive ([@b76-ijo-57-01-0067]). The continuous development of bioinformatics analysis technology may further promote the exploration of circRNAs in the field of glioma.

Although the popularity of circRNAs in the research field is increasing, glioma is a highly heterogeneous disease that has different pathological manifestations at different stages of the disease and in different anatomic locations, in the same patient or in different patients. Therefore, the association between circRNAs and the clinical characteristics of gliomas is complex and remains largely elusive, and the mechanisms underlying glioma-specific circRNA expression patterns require further investigation. Thus far, circRNA knockout remains challenging. As the majority of circRNAs form from genes with coding ability, knockout or downregulation of the corresponding circRNAs will inevitably affect the host genes. In addition, widespread low-abundance expression levels may also hinder protein translation of circRNAs in gliomas and other human diseases.

Finally, high-throughput sequencing technology, also referred to as \'next-generation\' sequencing technology, removes technical obstacles to reveal a large number of unknown circRNAs. However, research on the function and mechanism of circRNAs is in its early stages ([@b77-ijo-57-01-0067],[@b78-ijo-57-01-0067]). In terms of glioma research at the cellular and molecular biology level, the concept of studying a certain gene, protein or pathway alone is outdated. In the future, the key stages of glioma development must be further investigated to identify specific circRNAs, in order to establish a complete gene-protein interaction network and to determine their function and underlying mechanism of action by comprehensively using both *in vitro* and *in vivo* experiments and clinical trials. In the foreseeable future, circRNAs are expected to become a focus in the field of non-coding RNA research. Related studies will be required to confirm that circRNAs play key roles in glioma and other diseases, thereby providing new perspectives for the early diagnosis, pathological grading, targeted therapy and prognosis of this disease.

Finally, relevant websites on circRNA biological information analysis and databases for researchers have been organized ([Tables I](#tI-ijo-57-01-0067){ref-type="table"} and [II](#tII-ijo-57-01-0067){ref-type="table"}).
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###### 

Mechanism of circRNA formation. circRNAs are formed via reverse splicing and include three main types, namely ecircRNA (exons only), ciRNA (introns only), and EIciRNA (introns inserted between two exons). (A) In pre-mRNA transcripts, non-adjacent exons close to each other can form lariat intermediates, and ecircRNA or EIciRNA may form via exon skipping. (B) Pre-mRNA is processed into mature mRNA by splicing, and ecircRNA forms via reverse splicing and cyclization. ecircRNA is transferred from the nucleus to the cytoplasm, where it exerts its function. (C) ciRNA is formed by a lariat intermediate containing exons. circRNA, circular RNA.
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![Functional summary of circRNAs. (A) Transcriptional regulation: In the nucleus, EIciRNA and ciRNA can regulate transcription by directly interacting with RNA polymerase II and U1 snRNP. (B) miRNA molecular sponging: ecircRNA that contains miRNA-binding sites can block the binding between miRNA and its target mRNA and prevent the inhibitory effect of miRNA on the target protein. (C) Regulation of translation: circRNAs contain an internal ribosome entry site, which can bind to the ribosome to regulate translation. (D) RBP sponging: circRNAs with an RBP-binding site can act as a protein sponge, thereby regulating protein activity. (E) circRNAs may function as protein scaffold. circRNA, circular RNA; RBP; RNA-binding protein; ecircRNA, exonic circular RNA; ciRNA, circular intronic RNA; EIciRNA, exon-intron circular RNA.](IJO-57-01-0067-g03){#f2-ijo-57-01-0067}

###### 

Functions and clinical significance of circRNAs in glioma. (A) Representative diagram of circRNAs involved in the regulation of glioma cell proliferation, migration, invasion, etc. Multiple identified circRNAs act as miRNA sponges and subsequently upregulate the relevant target gene expression level. These target genes or proteins further regulate downstream factors associated with cancer signaling pathways via acting as transcriptional factors or regulatory proteins and other mechanisms. For example, circ-NFIX activates the Notch signaling pathway through miR-34a-5p. (B) Representative diagram of circRNAs involved in the regulation of glioma cell proliferation, migration, invasion, etc. Multiple identified circRNAs act as miRNA sponges and subsequently downregulate the relevant target gene expression level. These target genes or proteins further regulate downstream factors associated with cancer signaling pathways via acting as transcriptional factors or regulatory proteins and other mechanisms. For example, cir-ITCH activates the Wnt/β-catenin signaling pathway through miR-214. circRNA, circular RNA.
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###### 

Software for circRNA identification.

  Name             URL                                                                                            Trait                                                                                                        Refs.
  ---------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ---------------------------
  MapSplice        <http://www.netlab.uky.edu/p/bioinfo/MapSplice>                                                Two-step method of tag matching and splicing inference                                                       ^([@b79-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CIRCfinder       <https://github.com/YangLab/CIRCfinder>                                                        Identification of circRNA in introns                                                                         ^([@b20-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  circRNA_finder   <https://github.com/orzechoj/circRNA_finder.git>                                               High accuracy. Runs independently of gene annotation information                                             ^([@b29-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  segemehl         [www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/Software/segemehl/](www.bioinf.uni-leipzig.de/Software/segemehl/)   Detects splicing, trans-splicing and gene fusion events                                                      ^([@b80-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  KNIFE            <https://github.com/lindaszabo/KNIFE>                                                          Static modelling and detection of circRNA.                                                                   ^([@b81-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  DCC              <https://github.com/dieterich-lab/DCC>                                                         Assesses expression between circRNA and host genes                                                           ^([@b82-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  Acfs             <https://code.google.com/p/acfs/>                                                              Allows *de novo* sequencing to accurately identify circRNA and quantify abundance                            ^([@b83-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  UROBORUS         <http://uroborus.openbioinformatics.org/>                                                      Accurately predicts circRNA with low expression                                                              ^([@b40-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  Circseq_cup      <http://ibi.zju.edu.cn/bioinplant/>                                                            Assembly of full-length circRNA sequences                                                                    ^([@b84-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  FUCHS            <https://github.com/dieterich-lab/FUCHS>                                                       Analyses alternative splicing in circRNA, single and double breakpoint events and read coverage of circRNA   ^([@b85-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CIRI-full        <https://sourceforge.net/projects/ciri-full/>                                                  Quantifies alternative splicing products of circRNA                                                          ^([@b86-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CircExplorer2    <https://github.com/YangLab/CIRCexplorer2>                                                     *De novo* assembly of full-length circRNA transcripts                                                        ^([@b87-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CIRI2            <https://sourceforge.net/projects/ciri/files/CIRI2>                                            Filters false positives from repeated sequences and mapping errors                                           ^([@b88-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CircView         <http://gb.whu.edu.cn/CircView/> or <https://github.com/GeneFeng/CircView>                     Allows users to view the regulatory elements of circRNA and predict potential function                       ^([@b89-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  PRAPI            <http://www.bioinfor.org/bioinfor/tool/PRAPI/>                                                 Vector graphics of circRNA                                                                                   ^([@b90-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CircSplice       <http://gb.whu.edu.cn/CircSplice/> or <https://github.com/GeneFeng/CircSplice>                 Comparison of differences between groups of alternative spliced circRNA                                      ^([@b91-ijo-57-01-0067])^

circRNA, circular RNA.

###### 

Databases for circRNA deposition.

  Tool              URL                                           Trait                                                                                                                    Refs.
  ----------------- --------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------
  circAtlas         <http://circatlas.biols.ac.cn>                Includes circRNA sequence information for humans and other animals. Inquire about binding of circRNA to miRNA or RBPs.   ^([@b92-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  circBase          <http://www.circbase.org/>                    Includes all identified circRNA data for humans and other animals                                                        ^([@b93-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CIRCpedia         <http://www.picb.ac.cn/rnomics/circpedia>     Alternative reverse splicing and alternative splicing of human circRNA                                                   ^([@b87-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  TSCD              <http://gb.whu.edu.cn/TSCD>                   Storage of tissue-specific circRNA from humans and mice                                                                  ^([@b94-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CircInteractome   <http://circinteractome.nia.nih.gov>          Query binding sites of interacting proteins and related miRNAs on human circRNA                                          ^([@b95-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CircNet           <http://circnet.mbc.nctu.edu.tw/>             circRNA-miRNA-mRNA interaction regulatory network                                                                        ^([@b96-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  circRNADb         <http://reprod.njmu.edu.cn/circrnadb>         Describes 46 circRNAs with coding potential                                                                              ^([@b97-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  CSCD              <http://gb.whu.edu.cn/CSCD>                   Describes 87 cancer-specific circRNAs                                                                                    ^([@b98-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  circR2Disease     <http://bioinfo.snnu.edu.cn/circR2Disease/>   Correlation between 100 human circRNAs and 661 diseases.                                                                 ^([@b99-ijo-57-01-0067])^
  MiOncoCirc        <https://nguyenjoshvo.github.io/>             Description of targets that can be used for cancer diagnosis or treatment                                                ^([@b100-ijo-57-01-0067])^

circRNA, circular RNA.
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